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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Work Smarter not harder! Server: You have a server now what can you use it for? We will go over components and use cases of servers ranging from file sharing, web hosting, file/print and proprietary software. Networking: Bandwidth, why you need enough and what happens when you don’t have it. Many “slowness” issues are cause by bandwidth and can easily be solved with proper network management Storage: What is a storage device and why might I need one? Running out of storage or space is one of the most common issues today. There are many ways this can be solved in small and large solutions.Security: 43% of cyber-attacks target small business and preventative intelligence is the best defense mechanism against them. Enterprise grade security can come in a hardware or software presence, both defending your business from being a statistic.   Let’s take a look at today’s Enterprise IT products and how they can influence your business. We will discuss use cases, management, and benefits of a wide range of topics from basic sever to end point security. Driving home the understanding of where hardware can work to your advantage, you will have an idea of what your next steps are in your technology journey
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Topics Covered 
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 Enterprise Hardware Breakdown

 Server 

 Networking 

 Storage 

 Security 

 Conclusion 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A little bit about myself	Complex Solutions Specialist 	I work on Larger Deals in Small Businesses across the country ( I see business all the way from Medical to Accounting, to insurance to Start up business) – Things they call for, problems, questions, answers	Assist my Team (How do I play into the role, how things get funneled to me)	Grow My knowledge (We are constHardware breakdown	In each of the Minor bullets shown I am going to go through the WHAT WHY and HOW .	When looking at Enterprise Hardware these four main topics are what create the inter makings of a Data Center.Conclusion	After all four topics are explained we will wrap into how Enterprise hardware can assist and simplify IT within your businesses.



Business Trends
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Modern IT 

Technology 
driven Data driven 

Dependent on 
the backbone 
of business 

which is 
normally IT

Ambiguous to 
changing 

expectations 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today in modern business we rarely see a functioning business without a piece of technology within. We hear things the Cloud Story With Netflix Growth of DataWe have to flexible and prepared for what future markets bring our way CLOUD
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What is a Server? 

 A Server is  a large-scale computer used to 
deliver applications or files to End Users/Client 
devices through a network

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is a Server? 	Read Slide		Servers are used today for Various roles some for example include Mail Exchange		HR tools, Data Analytics, Web Hosting, Communication and Collaboration, and File Share. 	Servers can span as large as building large Datacenter operating environment to a single standalone unit.  
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Why Server? 

 Ease of management

 Saves time 

 Secure

 Dependable 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ease of Management: 	Instead of managing multiple client devices you are managing a single point of interface for your environment 	How ever you are running your day-to-day IT time is Money. 	Security We have all heard of Hackers and data Protection: but the thought of having to secure multiple endpoint devices besides a single point of Server. 	Dependable. Servers have components that are built to last and stay on consistently 
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Under the Hood

Client- Laptop or Desktop 
1:1
 Motherboard is the foundation

 CPU 

 RAM

 Network Cards

 I/O Expansion Slots

 Sound Cards 

 Graphic Cards (GPU)

 Hard Drive, Solid State Disk 

 USB’s

 Serial Port

Server
1: Many 
 Motherboard

 CPU

 RAM

 Network Cards

 PCIe Expansion Cards

 Graphic Cards (GPU, for Processing power)

 Hard Drive, Solid State Drive 

 USB Ports 

 Display Ports VGA/RGB

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You might be wondering what could possibly be inside of a “Server” to house it with enough power to host an application to 10s of 100s of people. Walk through the components and give a high-level description of what each doesAbove you will see a side by side of components in a Client Desktop or laptop compared to what is inside of a server. If you haven’t already noticed almost every single component is the same. Where the differences come into play is Server components are built to be constantly running with zero shutdown opposed to the components put into Client devices cannot handle that kind of strain therefore have to constantly be shut down. Each component above is referred to as Enterprise Grade to the latter is called Client GradeExplain how components work together in a server and connected to a net work in a very high level 
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Networking
A proper network in business is a critical key especially in today’s 
technology driven workforce. Networking impacts things such as speed, 
time, and application delivery 

Routers, Cables, Internet, Bandwidth, and Power over Ethernet (PoE) can 
all be tied back into Networking

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Tying in our second piece to the puzzle is Network connectivity. When integrating a Server in your environment it is very important to ensure it is connected via an appropriate Network configurationLike our nervous system, how everyone is communicating with each other Networking like highways, a small town road vs a big town roads/lanes.  When you get closer to the city you need bigger lanes or more highwaysAccess layer switches are in network closets in close proximity to end usersPower over Ethernet- POE- Special switch that can deliver the power that’s needed to run things over the ethernet cable, as well as the network.Purpose of the server is to present applications to the networkPurpose  of the network to connect applications to a user Allows 1 computer access to files, data, ot apps on another computer without physically sitting the other computerA group of computers connected together to share data or services is known as a NetworkTypically the cables from each computer go to a central point and connect to a device known as a SWITCHNetworks consists of many types of devices (wan, security cam, laptop, desktop) Any device that is connected to a network is considered an ENDPOINT
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Storage

 Storage is not only a component 
on a Laptop or a server. In most 
cases Storage plays as the 
backbone for success

 Common terms
 Databases

 Files

 Application

 Cloud

 Backup

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Big data growth statistics reveal that data creation will be over 180 zettabytes by 2025Talk about different types of Drives and storage devices Backup 
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Security 

 We want to avoid: 

 Malware, Ransomware, 
Hackers, Data Breach

 How we avoid: 

 Firewall 

 Software (Backup & Data 
Protection)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Target Breach 75% of Small businesses that experience Data Loss or Security Breach are likely to Fail Firewall (Where it sits in the network) Software( Can run on a server to still provide network security) 
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How it all 
comes 
together

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When looking at the components we have discussed today it is important to realize How we put the pieces together and tie the bow to utilize this as a tool for business. I want to bring us full circle and realize
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Contact

13

Kathryn_Drozd@dell.com

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Contact for Questions, Comments, or follow up feedback
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Questions? 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
After understanding these concepts of Enterprise hardware, you are most likely in 1 or 2 positions. You have all of this hardware already in house or are debating beginning your hardware transformation. It is important to focus on how this can single handedly improve your business. Amy_Henry for email for the actual product offerings. 
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